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Vampire Academy
Alek Fitz is the lead reaper for Valkyrie Collections, an agency that gathers debts for the paranormal elements of the world. Bound into
modern-day slavery by a contract he cannot break, sold by parents he never knew, Alek works alongside demons, spirits, witches, and even
Death himself to collect on deals made with humanity. When Alek is forced to take a job from a local vampire hunting down a run-away thrall,
he is immediately thrust into a world of blackmail and backstabbing, where the Rules are nothing more than an inconvenience to ancient,
supernatural predators. For the first time, Alek has more to fear from his clients than from his debtors. But Alek is the best in the business. It’ll
take more than a Vampire Lord to keep a good reaper down.

Return to Honor
Evie Manieri's Blood's Pride is the first book of The Shattered Kingdoms, an engaging, action-packed, and "highly imaginative" (Kirkus
Reviews) series of fantasy novels with epic scope and "the perfect mix of romance, family ties, betrayals, and agonizing dilemmas" (RT Book
Reviews). Rising from their sea-torn ships like vengeful, pale phantoms, the Norlanders laid waste to the Shadar under cover of darkness.
They forced the once-peaceful fisher folk into slavery and forged an alliance with their former trading partners, the desert-dwelling Nomas
tribe, cutting off any hope of salvation. Now, two decades after the invasion, a rebellion gathers strength in the dark corridors of the city. A
small faction of Shadari have hired the Mongrel, an infamous mercenary, to aid their fledgling uprising—but with her own shadowy ties to the
region, she is a frighteningly volatile ally. Has she really come to lead a revolution, or for a more sinister purpose all her own? Set in a fictional
quasi-Medieval Mediterranean region with a strong cast of male and female characters, the series "presents a striking world with civilizations
similar to those of the Vikings and the nomadic cultures of the Middle East, and with the Mediterranean sensibilities of the ancient Greeks.
Her characters are passionate and memorable, lending a personal touch to a complex tale of clashing cultures and philosophies. Fans of
Sharon Shinn, Elspeth Cooper, and Gail Z. Martin should enjoy Manieri's approach to culture and drama." (Library Journal, starred review) At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Blood of a Promise
When someone discovers a 200-year-old sailor's chest that contains something of value--and is worth killing for--Hugo Marston, the head of
security for the U.S. Embassy in Paris, must get his hands on its contents before a dark history repeats itself. Original.

Knee-Deep in Grit
A brand new novella from the author of the acclaimed Powder Mage series. Teado is a Changer, a shape-shifting military asset trained to win
wars. His platoon has been stationed in the Bavares high plains for years, stranded. As they ration supplies and scan the airwaves for news,
any news, their numbers dwindle. He's not sure how much time they have left. Desperate and starving, armed with aging, faulting equipment,
the team jumps at the chance for a risky resupply mission, even if it means not all of them might come. What they discover could change the
course of the war. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Anxious Truth : A Step-By-Step Guide To Understanding and Overcoming Panic, Anxiety, and Agoraphobia
'A fast-paced story, set in a brilliantly realised world . . . One of the best fantasy novels of recent years' Bookbag on Sins of Empire Brian
McClellan's Sins of Empire began an epic tale of magic and revolution. The story continued in Wrath of Empire, as rebels, spies and
sorcerers clashed. Now this thrilling adventure reaches an explosive conclusion in Blood of Empire, the final novel in the Gods of Blood and
Powder series. Praise for Brian McClellan: 'Gunpowder and magic. An explosive combination' Peter Brett 'Tense action, memorable
characters, rising stakes . . . Brian McClellan is the real thing' Brent Weeks 'Brings a welcome breath of gunpowder-tinged air to epic fantasy'
Anthony Ryan 'Innovative magic, quick-paced plot, interesting world. I had a blast' Brandon Sanderson Books by Brian McClellan: Gods of
Blood and Powder Sins of Empire Wrath of Empire Blood of Empire The Powder Mage trilogy Promise of Blood (Winner of the Gemmell
Morningstar Award) The Crimson Campaign The Autumn Republic

Promise of Blood
In a world where mages control gunpowder and bullets, a brilliant general must defend his country from both war and insurrection. Check out
the complete Powder Mage Trilogy in this omnibus edition, a series that Brandon Sanderson called "Just plain awesome!" In Promise of
Blood: Field Marshal Tamas' coup against his king sent corrupt aristocrats to the guillotine and brought bread to the starving. But it also
provoked war with the Nine Nations, internal attacks by royalist fanatics. Stretched to his limit, Tamas is relying heavily on his few remaining
powder mages, including the embittered Taniel, a brilliant marksman who also happens to be his estranged son, and Adamat, a retired police
inspector whose loyalty is being tested by blackmail. In The Crimson Campaign: Drastically outnumbered and pursued by the enemy's best,
Tamas must lead his men on a reckless march through northern Kez to safety, and back over the mountains so that he can defend his
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country from an angry god, Kresimir. In The Autumn Republic: Field Marshal Tamas returns to his beloved country to find that for the first time
in history, the capital city of Adro lies in the hands of a foreign invader. His son is missing, his allies are indistinguishable from his foes, and
reinforcements are several weeks away.

Blood Tally
'A fast paced story, set in a brilliantly realised world . . . One of the best fantasy novels of recent years' Bookbag on Sins of Empire The
country is in turmoil. With the capital city occupied, half a million refugees are on the march, looking for safety on the frontier, accompanied by
Lady Flint's soldiers. But escaping war is never easy, and soon the battle may find them, whether they are prepared or not. Back in the
capital, Michel Bravis smuggles even more refugees out of the city. But internal forces are working against him. With enemies on all sides,
Michael may be forced to find help with the very occupiers he's trying to undermine. Meanwhile, Ben Styke is building his own army. He and
his mad lancers are gathering every able body they can find and searching for an ancient artifact that may have the power to turn the tides of
war in their favor. But what they find may not be what they're looking for. Magic and gunpowder collide in Wrath of Empire, the explosive
second novel in the Gods of Blood and Powder series. Praise for Brian McClellan: 'Gunpowder and magic. An explosive combination' Peter
Brett 'Brings a welcome breath of gunpowder-tinged air to epic fantasy' Anthony Ryan 'Tense action, memorable characters, rising stakes . . .
Brian McClellan is the real thing' Brent Weeks 'Innovative magic, quick-paced plot, interesting world. I had a blast' Brandon Sanderson Books
by Brian McClellan: Gods of Blood and Powder Sins of Empire Wrath of Empire The Powder Mage trilogy Promise of Blood (Winner of the
Gemmell Morningstar Award) The Crimson Campaign The Autumn Republic

Forsworn
You're anxious all the time, experiencing panic attacks over and over, and maybe afraid to leave your house or to be left alone for even a few
minutes.. You are avoiding simple things like driving, eating in restaurants, attending family functions, or going to the supermarket. You are
terrified of the next wave of anxiety or the next panic attack. Your anxiety problems are ruining your relationships, your family life, and your
career. Your anxiety problems have you afraid, confused, lost, and feeling hopeless. How did you get here? What went wrong? You've tried
so many things, but nothing has cured your anxiety? What can you do now? The Anxious Truth is a step-by-step guide to understanding and
overcoming the anxiety problems that have plagued you for so long. This book, written by a former anxiety sufferer, best-selling author of "An
Anxiety Story", and host of the The Anxious Truth podcast will walk you through exactly how you got to where you are today, why you are not
broken or ill, and what the true nature of your anxiety disorder is. Next, the book will walk you through what it takes to solve your anxiety
problems, how to make an anxiety recovery plan, then how to correctly execute that plan. The Anxious Truth isn't always what you want to
hear, but it's what you NEED to hear in order to solve this problem once and for all and move toward the life you so desperately want. Based
firmly on the principles of cognitive behavioral therapies that have been shown over decades to be most effective in treating anxiety
problems, the Anxious Truth will teach you how to move past your anxiety symptoms, past endless digging for hidden "root causes", and into
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an action oriented plan that will help your brain un-learn the bad reaction and fear habits that have gotten you into this predicament. The
Anxious Truth will take the cognitive mechanism that got you into a corner, throw it in reverse, and use it to your advantage, backing you out
of this jam and into a life free from irrational fear and needless avoidance. More than just a book, The Anxious Truth goes hand-in-hand with
The Anxious Truth podcast (https://theanxioustruth.com) and the growing and vibrant social media community surrounding it. Read the book,
listen to five years worth of free podcasts chock full of helpful advice and information, and join a large online community of fellow anxiety
sufferers that are done talking about this problem and ready to actually take action to solve it. Change is possible. No matter how long you've
suffered with your anxiety issues, you can get better. The Anxious Truth will tell you what you need to hear and will arm you with the
information, understanding, and skills you need to get the job done. Let's do this together!

Promise of Shadows
Vakov Fukasawa used to be a Reaper: a bio-enhanced soldier fighting for the Harmony, against a brutal invading empire. He's still fighting
now, on a different battlefield: taking on stormtech. To make him a perfect soldier, Harmony injected him with the DNA of an extinct alien
race, altering his body chemistry and leaving him permanently addicted to adrenaline and aggression. But although they meant to create
soldiers, at the same time Harmony created a new drug market that has millions hopelessly addicted to their own body chemistry. Vakov may
have walked away from Harmony, but they still know where to find him, and his former Reaper colleagues are being murdered by someone,
or something - and Vakov is appalled to learn his estranged brother is involved. Suddenly it's an investigation he can't turn down . . . but the
closer he comes to the truth, the more addicted to stormtech he becomes. And it's possible the war isn't over, after all . . .

Servant of the Crown
Special Detective Constable Adamat may be the most capable young investigator in all of Adopest. He's sharp, thoughtful, and his particular
sorcery gives him a flawless memory. A transfer to the First Precinct seems like the perfect opportunity to showcase his abilities and advance
his career. But things work differently in the First Precinct. The murder of a businessman's mistress quickly pulls Adamat into an unexpected
world of conspiracy and politics where he's forced to use all his wits to stay one step ahead of unseen enemies and keep his friends—and
himself—from the guillotine. Occurs twenty-two years before the events in Promise of Blood.

The Blood Promise
Erika ja Leora is a powder mage in northern Kez, a place where that particular sorcery is punishable by death. She is only protected by her
family name and her position as heir to a duchy. When she decides to help a young commoner—a powder mage marked for death, fugitive
from the law—she puts her life and family reputation at risk and sets off to deliver her new ward to the safety of Adro while playing cat and
mouse with the king's own mage hunters and their captain, Duke Nikslaus.
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Blood's Pride
GUNPOWDER AND BULLETS WILL DETERMINE THE VICTOR. When invasion looms Tamas's invasion of Kez ends in disaster when a
Kez counter-offensive leaves him cut off behind enemy lines with only a fraction of his army, no supplies, and no hope of reinforcements.
Drastically outnumbered and pursued by the enemy's best, he must lead his men on a reckless march through northern Kez to safety, and
back over the mountains so that he can defend his country from an angry god, Kresimir. But the threats are closer to homeIn Adro, Inspector
Adamat wants only to rescue his wife. To do so he must track down and confront the evil Lord Vetas. He has questions for Vetas concerning
his enigmatic master, but the answers will lead Adamat on a darker journey. Who will lead the charge?Tamas's generals bicker among
themselves, the brigades lose ground every day beneath the Kez onslaught, and Kresimir wants the head of the man who shot him in the
eye. With Tamas and his powder cabal presumed dead, Taniel Two-shot finds himself as the last line of defense against Kresimir's advancing
army. THE CRIMSON CAMPAIGN continues the most acclaimed and action-packed new epic fantasy series in years, following on from
Promise of Blood - an adrenaline-fuelled debut of flintlock mages, civil war, and cold-blooded murder in a world where gods walk the earth.

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
Get knee-deep in grit with twenty-six grimdark fantasy and sci-fi short stories from the shadowy vaults of Grimdark Magazine. The top names
in dark speculative fiction and the genre's brightest newcomers bring you stories of war, betrayal, violence, and greed, as anti-heroes and
adversaries fight to the bittersweet end. For the first time, two years of fiction from Grimdark Magazine are printed on dead trees and bound
together like captive slaves to be read or reread and proudly placed among your favourite tomes on your bookshelf. Knee-Deep in Grit
features short stories by authors including Mark Lawrence, Aliette de Bodard, Adrian Tchaikovsky, R. Scott Bakker, Kelly Sandoval, James A.
Moore, and Victor Milan.

The Powder Mage Trilogy
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of adventures in the New
York Times bestselling series that inspired the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers,
enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer:
his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrous-looking is
evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction
to a one of a kind fantasy world. And look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in October
2020!

Blood of Empire
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The final installment in Richelle Mead's sweeping, enthralling Glittering Court series answers the trilogy's biggest question: what is the secret
that drives Tamsin to win at all costs? Tamsin Wright is unstoppable. She must become the Glittering Court's diamond: the girl with the
highest test scores, the most glamorous wardrobe, and the greatest opportunities to match with an elite suitor in the New World. Training
alongside other girls in the Glittering Court, Tamsin immerses herself completely in lessons about etiquette, history, and music--everything a
high-society wife would need to know. Once she's married, she'll be able to afford a better life for her family, so the sacrifice is worth it if she
can be the best. When her friendship with Mira and Adelaide, her roommates at the Glittering Court, threatens her status as the top-ranked
prospect, she does the only thing she knows will keep her on track: she cuts them out of her life. But when her voyage across the sea goes
off course, Tamsin must use her unrelenting grit and determination to survive the harsh winter far north of her intended destination in hopes
of making it back to the Glittering Court in time to secure a proposal--and a comfortable future for her family. Experiencing new cultures and
beliefs for the first time, Tamsin realizes that her careful studies haven't prepared her for everything, and with new alliances formed with
roguish tradesman Jago Robinson and good-natured minister Gideon Stewart, Tamsin's heart begins to be pulled in different directions. But
she can't let her brewing attraction get in the way of her ultimate goal: protecting the secret she holds closest to her heart, the one that would
unravel everything she's worked for if it's uncovered.

The Morning Star
Adamat wore his coat tight, top buttons fastened against a wet night air that seemed to want to drown him. He tugged at his sleeves, trying to
coax more length, and picked at the front of the jacket where it was too close by far around the waist. It'd been half a decade since he'd even
seen this jacket, but when summons came from the king at this hour, there was no time to get his good one from the tailor. Yet this summer
coat provided no defense against the chill snaking through the carriage window. The morning was not far off but dawn would have a hard
time scattering the fog. Adamat could feel it. It was humid even for early spring in Adopest, and chillier than Novi's frozen toes. The
soothsayers in Noman's Alley said it was a bad omen. Yet who listened to soothsayers these days? Adamat reasoned it would give him a
cold and wondered why he had been summoned out on a pit-made night like this

In Cold Blood
Rose leaves the Academy and goes in search of Dimitri, now a Strigoi, with the intent of killing him.

War Cry
'Crackles with excitement and adventure on every page' Fantasy Book Review Enter a war-torn world where gunpowder and magic collide
The nation of Fatrasta is a haven for criminals, rebels, adventurers and sorcerers seeking relics of the past. As insurrection grows, only the
iron will of the Lady Chancellor holds the capital city of Landfall together. Yet an ancient power as old as time is rising, and the fate of this
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young nation now rests in the hands of a spy, a disgraced war hero and a mercenary general with a past as turbulent as Landfall's present.
Sins of Empire is the explosive new epic fantasy from Gemmell Award-winning author Brian McClellan. Look out for Wrath of Empire, book
two in the Gods of Blood and Powder series, in May 2018. Praise for Brian McClellan: 'Gunpowder and magic. An explosive combination'
Peter Brett 'Brings a welcome breath of gunpowder-tinged air to epic fantasy' Anthony Ryan 'Tense action, memorable characters, rising
stakes . . . Brian McClellan is the real thing' Brent Weeks 'Innovative magic, quick-paced plot, interesting world. I had a blast' Brandon
Sanderson Books by Brian McClellan: Gods of Blood and Powder Sins of Empire Wrath of Empire The Powder Mage trilogy Promise of Blood
(Winner of the Gemmell Morningstar Award) The Crimson Campaign The Autumn Republic

Master Class
The laws are simple for witches and vampires: Falling in love is forbidden. As interim Regent to the witches of Sterling, Chelsea Greaves has
an image to maintain and laws to uphold. But it didn't stop her from breaking the most sacred order and falling in love with a vampire. If
they're caught in a torrid affair, the witches will have her hung and burned. It's him, or the witches-and her fear is calling the shots. Lucien
Frost always had it all as a King of Sterling. Except the girl. He spent the better part of a decade in limbo with Chelsea, and each time he
watched her walk away, he lost a part of himself. But when the line is finally crossed, and Chelsea's secrets revealed, he questions whether
she's worth more heartbreak-or if it's time to walk away for good. When the cost of falling in love is death, will Lucien and Chelsea risk all to
follow their hearts, or will they call it quits to save themselves? If you love fast-paced forbidden paranormal romance, vampire alphas, and
sassy heroines, then you'll love this refreshing new twist on witches and vampires in the first in the Kings of Sterling series.

Life of a Klansman
When I was a youngster my parents invented a cool contraption. They put one of every kind of animal in it. I accidentally got in before it
started. Halfway through the process my mum saw me and took me out. All the animals had simply disappeared and I looked normal, or so it
seemed. They trashed the heaping hunk of metal as if it were a failure and went back to the drawing board. That shows you how little they
knew. I’m everything but normal, to be precise, I’m everything. In Dovera everything is magical. Items in stores float without the need for
shelves, fires warm but don’t burn people, and ponds are windows to other worlds. Green trees and bushes are everywhere and vines grow
so fast you can see it. In Dovera, castles are carved out of mountains and cliffs of red sand tower above the valleys. In Dovera, trees talk and
move and laugh and dance. Welcome to a world where love is stronger than hate and good wins over evil. This breathtaking story is filled
with anticipation and accomplishment, and a little hint of love. It is a great story for all who fantasize about heroic rescues and heroines that
are honest, pure and true. Welcome to my world of fantasy, in The Morning Star. –G. Davidson (Author)

Enrique's Journey
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Three brothers and their relations in 19th century Russia provide the base for a sweeping epic overview of human striving, folly and hope.
First published in 1880, The Brothers Karamazov is a landmark work in every respect. Revolving around shiftless father Fyodor Pavlovich
Karamazov are the fates of his three sons, each of whom has fortunes entwined with the others. The eldest son, Dimitri, seeks an inheritance
from his father and becomes his rival in love. Ivan, the second son, is so at odds with the world that he is driven near to madness, while the
youngest, Alexi, is a man of faith and a natural optimist. These personalities are drawn out and tested in a crucible of conflict and emotion as
the author forces upon them fundamental questions of morality, faith, reason and responsibility. This charged situation is pushed to its limit by
the addition of the unthinkable, murder and possible patricide. Using shifting viewpoints and delving into the minds of his characters,
Dostoevsky adopted fresh techniques to tell his wide-reaching story with power and startling effectiveness. The Brothers Karamazov remains
one of the most respected and celebrated novels in all literature and continues to reward readers beyond expectation. With an eye-catching
new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of The Brothers Karamazov is both modern and readable.

Ghosts of the Tristan Basin
Taniel Two-Shot is a powder mage with the Tristan Ghost Irregulars, a band of volunteers who have made a name for themselves fighting in
the Fatrastan Revolution. They range through the swamps of the frontier, cutting off enemy supplies and raiding towns while Taniel hunts the
Privileged sorcerers that make the Kez armies so powerful. When a desperate call for help comes from the nearby city of Planth, the
Irregulars aren't the only ones to answer and Taniel must deal with another hero of the revolution: Mad Colonel Styke. But not all is well within
the young Fatrastan government, and more hangs on the defense of Planth than Taniel and his companions could possibly know.

The Autumn Republic
View our feature on Douglas Hulick's Among Thieves. Drothe has been a member of the Kin for years, rubbing elbows with thieves and
murderers in the employ of a crime lord while smuggling relics on the side. But when an ancient book falls into his hands, Drothe finds himself
in possession of a relic capable of bringing down emperors-a relic everyone in the underworld would kill to obtain.

Parasite
'Just plain awesome . . . Innovative magic, quick-paced plot, interesting world. I had a blast' Brandon Sanderson on Promise of Blood Field
Marshal Tamas has finally returned to Adopest, only to find the capital in the hands of a foreign power. With his son Taniel presumed dead,
Tamas must gather his beleaguered forces and formulate a plan to defeat the Kez - no easy task when you're outnumbered and can't tell
friend from foe. The army is divided . . . With their enemy bearing down on them, the Adran command is in disarray. Someone, it seems, is
selling secrets to the Kez. Inspector Adamat is determined to flush out the traitor, but as the conspiracy unravels, he will learn a horrifying
truth. And all hope rests with one man . . . Taniel Two-Shot, the powder mage who shot a god in the eye, is on the run. He possesses the
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sole means of defeating the Kez, but to do so he must evade treachery at every turn. If he fails, Adro will fall. Praise for the series:
'Gunpowder and magic. An explosive combination' Peter Brett 'Brings a welcome breath of gunpowder-tinged air to epic fantasy' Anthony
Ryan 'Tense action, memorable characters, rising stakes . . . Brian McClellan is the real thing' Brent Weeks The Powder Mage trilogy:
Promise of Blood The Crimson Campaign The Autumn Republic The Gods of Blood and Powder series: Sins of Empire Wrath of Empire

The Crimson Campaign
Captain Vlora is a powder mage in the Adran army. Once the favored, adopted daughter of the field marshal, she is now a pariah amongst
those she called her family. Her superior officers would like nothing more than to send her to a far off posting and forget about her, but no one
is exempt when there is a war - and powder mages are desperately needed. When a traitorous guard captain goes on the run with
information that could harm the war effort, Vlora is sent on his trail. She has three days to find him; she will have to make new friends and test
the limits of her skills. Fail, and good soldiers will die. Succeed and maybe, just maybe, she can begin to work her way back into the field
marshal's good graces. A new story set in the world of the Powder Mage trilogy, the most acclaimed and action-packed new epic fantasy
series in recent years. RETURN TO HONOR takes place directly following the events of book one, Promise of Blood. Word count ~ 12,000

Sins of Empire
“A healthy dose of action, a strong thread of humor and just a touch of romance” (VOYA, starred review). A teen who is half-god, half-human
must own her power whether she likes it or not in this snappy, snarky novel with a serving of smoldering romance that Kirkus Reviews calls “a
dark, slyly funny read.” Zephyr Mourning has never been very good at being a Harpy. She’d rather watch reality TV than learn forty-seven
ways to kill a man, and she pretty much sucks at wielding magic. Zephyr was ready for a future pretending to be a normal human instead of a
half-god assassin. But all that changed when her sister was murdered—and Zephyr used a forbidden dark power to save herself from the
same fate. On the run from a punishment worse than death, an unexpected reunion with a childhood friend upends Zephyr’s world—and not
only because her old friend has grown surprisingly, extremely hot. It seems that Zephyr might just be the Nyx, a dark goddess that is
prophesied to shift the power balance: for hundreds of years the half-gods have lived in fear, and Zephyr is supposed to change that. But how
is she supposed to save everyone else when she can barely take care of herself?

In the Field Marshal's Shadow
An eye-opening exploration of blood, the lifegiving substance with the power of taboo, the value of diamonds and the promise of
breakthrough science Blood carries life, yet the sight of it makes people faint. It is a waste product and a commodity pricier than oil. It can
save lives and transmit deadly infections. Each one of us has roughly nine pints of it, yet many don’t even know their own blood type. And for
all its ubiquitousness, the few tablespoons of blood discharged by 800 million women are still regarded as taboo: menstruation is perhaps the
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single most demonized biological event. Rose George, author of The Big Necessity, is renowned for her intrepid work on topics that are
invisible but vitally important. In Nine Pints, she takes us from ancient practices of bloodletting to the breakthough of the "liquid biopsy," which
promises to diagnose cancer and other diseases with a simple blood test. She introduces Janet Vaughan, who set up the world’s first system
of mass blood donation during the Blitz, and Arunachalam Muruganantham, known as “Menstrual Man” for his work on sanitary pads for
developing countries. She probes the lucrative business of plasma transfusions, in which the US is known as the “OPEC of plasma.” And she
looks to the future, as researchers seek to bring synthetic blood to a hospital near you. Spanning science and politics, stories and global
epidemics, Nine Pints reveals our life's blood in an entirely new light. Nine Pints was named one of Bill Gates recommended summer reading
titles for 2019.

Wrath of Empire
Powerful account of the brutal slaying of a Kansas family by two young ex-convicts.

Stormblood
"From the critically acclaimed author of Vox comes a suspenseful new novel that explores a disturbing alternate reality where the government
has legalized eugenics. Elena Fairchild is a teacher at one of the state's new elite schools, where children undergo routine tests for their
quotient (Q). Those who don't measure up are placed in the many state boarding schools that have cropped up under a new government
mandate--Elena's daughter, Freddie, is one of them. In order to be with Freddie, Elena immediately requests to transfer to the state school.
To her horror, she learns that the children are receiving the bare minimum of instruction. Instead, they spend their days making handcrafted
goods--valuable commodities in the age of machine-made products. What began as a shock quickly becomes a nightmare as Elena
discovers the terrifying atrocities inflicted upon the students. Not only have their test scores been tampered with, but they're also unwitting
subjects of experiments, one of which tests a new method of chemical sterilization. The plan? To render all adolescents with undesirable
quotients infertileand Freddie may be next in line"--

The Emerald Sea
Five stories from the Powder Mage Universe, including the never-before-published "Green-Eyed Vipers" Hope's End The Girl of Hrusch
Avenue Green-Eyed Vipers The Face in the Window Return to Honor

The Brothers Karamazov
A decade in the future, humanity thrives in the absence of sickness and disease. We owe our good health to a humble parasite -- a
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genetically engineered tapeworm developed by the pioneering SymboGen Corporation. When implanted, the Intestinal Bodyguard worm
protects us from illness, boosts our immune system -- even secretes designer drugs. It's been successful beyond the scientists' wildest
dreams. Now, years on, almost every human being has a SymboGen tapeworm living within them. But these parasites are getting restless.
They want their own lives . . . and will do anything to get them. ParasitologyParasiteSymbiont Chimera For more from Mira Grant, check out:
Newsflesh FeedDeadlineBlackout Newsflesh Short Fiction (e-only novellas)Apocalypse Scenario #683: The BoxCountdownSan Diego 2014:
The Last Stand of the California BrowncoatsHow Green This Land, How Blue This SeaThe Day the Dead Came to Show and TellPlease Do
Not Taunt the Octopus

Promise of Blood
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST
BESTSELLER #1 Indie Next Pick and #1 LibraryReads Pick - October 2020 Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR,
Slate, and Oprah Magazine A “Best Of” Book From: CNN *Amazon Editors * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble *
Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub *
Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * In the vein of The
Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genredefying tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young
woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of
Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young woman learns
how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man
in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Uncanny Collateral
'Just plain awesome' Brandon Sanderson **Winner of the David Gemmell Morningstar Award** It's a bloody business, overthrowing a king.
Now, amid the chaos, a whispered rumour is spreading. A rumour about a broken promise, omens of death and the gods returning to walk
the earth. No one really believes these whispers. Perhaps they should. Winner of the David Gemmell Morningstar Award, Promise of Blood is
the explosive first novel in the most action-packed and acclaimed new fantasy series in years. 'Gunpowder and magic. An explosive
combination' Peter Brett 'Brings a welcome breath of gunpowder-tinged air to epic fantasy' Anthony Ryan 'Tense action, memorable
characters, rising stakes . . . Brian McClellan is the real thing' Brent Weeks The Powder Mage trilogy: Promise of Blood The Crimson
Campaign The Autumn Republic The Gods of Blood and Powder series: Sins of Empire Wrath of Empire
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Promise of Blood
An astonishing story that puts a human face on the ongoing debate about immigration reform in the United States, now updated with a new
Epilogue and Afterword, photos of Enrique and his family, an author interview, and more—the definitive edition of a classic of contemporary
America Based on the Los Angeles Times newspaper series that won two Pulitzer Prizes, one for feature writing and another for feature
photography, this page-turner about the power of family is a popular text in classrooms and a touchstone for communities across the country
to engage in meaningful discussions about this essential American subject. Enrique’s Journey recounts the unforgettable quest of a
Honduran boy looking for his mother, eleven years after she is forced to leave her starving family to find work in the United States. Braving
unimaginable peril, often clinging to the sides and tops of freight trains, Enrique travels through hostile worlds full of thugs, bandits, and
corrupt cops. But he pushes forward, relying on his wit, courage, hope, and the kindness of strangers. As Isabel Allende writes: “This is a
twenty-first-century Odyssey. If you are going to read only one nonfiction book this year, it has to be this one.” Praise for Enrique’s Journey
“Magnificent . . . Enrique’s Journey is about love. It’s about family. It’s about home.”—The Washington Post Book World “[A] searing report
from the immigration frontlines . . . as harrowing as it is heartbreaking.”—People (four stars) “Stunning . . . As an adventure narrative alone,
Enrique’s Journey is a worthy read. . . . Nazario’s impressive piece of reporting [turns] the current immigration controversy from a political
story into a personal one.”—Entertainment Weekly “Gripping and harrowing . . . a story begging to be told.”—The Christian Science Monitor
“[A] prodigious feat of reporting . . . [Sonia Nazario is] amazingly thorough and intrepid.”—Newsday

Promise of the Wolves
Named a best book of the summer by Literary Hub The life and times of a militant white supremacist, written by one of his offspring, National
Book Award–winner Edward Ball Life of a Klansman tells the story of a warrior in the Ku Klux Klan, a carpenter in Louisiana who took up the
cause of fanatical racism during the years after the Civil War. Edward Ball, a descendant of the Klansman, paints a portrait of his family’s antiblack militant that is part history, part memoir rich in personal detail. Sifting through family lore about “our Klansman” as well as public and
private records, Ball reconstructs the story of his great-great grandfather, Constant Lecorgne. A white French Creole, father of five, and
working class ship carpenter, Lecorgne had a career in white terror of notable and bloody completeness: massacres, night riding, masked
marches, street rampages—all part of a tireless effort that he and other Klansmen made to restore white power when it was threatened by the
emancipation of four million enslaved African Americans. To offer a non-white view of the Ku-klux, Ball seeks out descendants of African
Americans who were once victimized by “our Klansman” and his comrades, and shares their stories. For whites, to have a Klansman in the
family tree is no rare thing: Demographic estimates suggest that fifty percent of whites in the United States have at least one ancestor who
belonged to the Ku Klux Klan at some point in its history. That is, one-half of white Americans could write a Klan family memoir, if they
wished. In an era when racist ideology and violence are again loose in the public square, Life of a Klansman offers a personal origin story of
white supremacy. Ball’s family memoir traces the vines that have grown from militant roots in the Old South into the bitter fruit of the present,
when whiteness is again a cause that can veer into hate and domestic terror.
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Among Thieves
The first in The Wolf Chronicles trilogy, brilliantly weaving together original research, lovable characters and a dynamic, thoroughly engaging
plot, Promise of the Wolves is a historical adventure story in the tradition of Clan of the Cave Bear and Watership Down. Set 14,000 years
ago in what is now Southern Europe, Promise of the Wolves is told from the point of view of Kaala, a young wolf born of a forbidden, mixedblood litter. An outcast after her mother is exiled, Kaala struggles to earn her place in her pack. But her world is turned upside down when she
rescues a human girl from drowning. Kaala and her young packmates begin hunting and playing with humans—risking expulsion from their
pack and banishment from their home in the Wide Valley. When war between humans and wolves threatens, Kaala learns that she is the last
in a long line of wolves charged with keeping watch over humans in order to prevent them from losing touch with nature and thus destroying
the world. But to do so she must solve the great paradox of wolfkind: though wolves must always be with humans, humans cannot abide the
presence of wolves, and every time the two come together, war ensues. Kaala must choose between safety for herself, her friends, and their
human companions and the survival of her pack—and perhaps all of wolf and humankind.

Nine Pints
In his blistering new novel, Cormac McCarthy returns to the Texas-Mexico border, setting of his famed Border Trilogy. The time is our own,
when rustlers have given way to drug-runners and small towns have become free-fire zones. One day, a good old boy named Llewellyn Moss
finds a pickup truck surrounded by a bodyguard of dead men. A load of heroin and two million dollars in cash are still in the back. When Moss
takes the money, he sets off a chain reaction of catastrophic violence that not even the law–in the person of aging, disillusioned Sheriff
Bell–can contain. As Moss tries to evade his pursuers–in particular a mysterious mastermind who flips coins for human lives–McCarthy
simultaneously strips down the American crime novel and broadens its concerns to encompass themes as ancient as the Bible and as
bloodily contemporary as this morning’s headlines. No Country for Old Men is a triumph. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Murder at the Kinnen Hotel
Captain Tamas is an ambitious young officer in the Adran army. As a commoner, he is one of very few without noble blood to hold a rank.
When he challenges the son of a duke over an insult, the subsequent duel lands him in hot water with the nobility and the royal cabal of
Privileged sorcerers. Tamas is soon drawn into a conflict that goes to the very highest office in the land, and his only ally is the most unlikely
of people; a young noblewoman named Erika, who needs Tamas to teach her how to wield her powers as a powder mage.

The Last Wish
The Age of Kings is dead . . . and I have killed it. It's a bloody business overthrowing a king Field Marshal Tamas' coup against his king sent
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corrupt aristocrats to the guillotine and brought bread to the starving. But it also provoked war with the Nine Nations, internal attacks by
royalist fanatics, and the greedy to scramble for money and power by Tamas's supposed allies: the Church, workers unions, and mercenary
forces. It's up to a few Stretched to his limit, Tamas is relying heavily on his few remaining powder mages, including the embittered Taniel, a
brilliant marksman who also happens to be his estranged son, and Adamat, a retired police inspector whose loyalty is being tested by
blackmail. But when gods are involved Now, as attacks batter them from within and without, the credulous are whispering about omens of
death and destruction. Just old peasant legends about the gods waking to walk the earth. No modern educated man believes that sort of
thing. But they should In a rich, distinctive world that mixes magic with technology, who could stand against mages that control gunpowder
and bullets? PROMISE OF BLOOD is the start of a new epic fantasy series from Brian McClellan. Winner of the David Gemmell Morningstar
Award for Best Debut Fantasy.

No Country for Old Men
Alek Fitz is a reaper, a collection agent who works for the supernatural elements of the world, tracking down debtors and solving problems for
clients as diverse as the Lords of Hell, vampires, Haitian loa, and goblins. He’s even worked for the Tooth Fairy on occasion. Based out of
Cleveland, Ohio, Alek is the best in the game. As a literal slave to his job, he doesn’t have a choice. When Death comes looking for someone
to track down a thief, Alek is flung into a mess of vengeful undead, supernatural bureaucracy, and a fledgling imp war. As the consequences
of failure become dire, he has few leads, and the clock is ticking. Only with the help of his friend Maggie—an ancient djinn with a complex
past—can he hope to recover the stolen property, save the world, and just maybe wring a favor out of the Great Constant himself. It’s a hell of
a job, but somebody’s got to do it . . .
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